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Abstract: By imposing the boundary condition associated with the boundary structure
of the null boundaries rather than the usual one, we find that the key requirement in
Harlow-Wu’s algorithm fails to be met in the whole covariant phase space. Instead, it can
be satisfied in its submanifold with the null boundaries given by the expansion free and
shear free hypersurfaces in Einstein’s gravity, which can be regarded as the origin of the
non-triviality of null boundaries in terms of Wald-Zoupas’s prescription. But nevertheless,
by sticking to the variational principle as our guiding principle and adapting Harlow-Wu’s
algorithm to the aforementioned submanifold, we successfully reproduce the Hamiltonians
obtained previously by Wald-Zoupas’ prescription, where not only are we endowed with the
expansion free and shear free null boundary as the natural stand point for the definition of
the Hamiltonian in the whole covariant phase space, but also led naturally to the correct
boundary term for such a definition.
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1 Introduction and motivation
Developed mainly by Wald and his companions in [1–3], not only does the covariant phase
space method give a covariant way to understand the Hamiltonian dynamics of classical field
theories, but also provides an elegant avenue towards the quantum counterpart of classical
field theories. In particular, based on the consistency condition in mathematics and the
reasonable assumption in physics, Wald and Zoupas presents a proposal for the definition of
the Hamiltonians associated with infinitesimal asymptotic symmetries within the covariant
phase space framework, which agree with those obtained previously from entirely different
considerations[4]. But nevertheless, it seems that Wald-Zoupas’ prescription is still a little
bit ad hoc. Gratefully, such an annoying situation has recently been ameliorated by Harlow
and Wu in [5], where guided by the variational principle, they propose an algorithm to
reproduce the aforementioned Hamiltonians in a direct way by taking into account the
boundary terms in a meticulous manner rather than in a cavalier manner one usually
takes. Such an algorithm is further formalized into the relative bicomplex framework in [6]
later on.
However, the boundaries considered in [5] are timelike. Accordingly, the Hamiltonians
reproduced by Harlow-Wu’s algorithm are related to the asymptotic symmetries at the
spatial infinity, which corresponds essentially to the trivial case in terms of Wald-Zoupas’
prescription. While the non-trivial case involves null boundaries, such as the null infinity
in asymptotically flat spacetimes considered in [4] and the null hypersurface at a finite
location considered in [7]. Therefore not only is it tempting but also important to check
whether Harlow-Wu’s algorithm gives rise to the same result as obtained by Wald-Zoupas’
prescription associated with null boundaries. As a first step along this line, in this paper
we focus exclusively on the null boundaries at a finite location. As a result, we find that
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Wald-Zoupas’ prescription can be derived from scratch by adapting Harlow-Wu’s algorithm
to the null boundaries in an elegant way although the variational principle demonstrates a
distinct feature at the null boundaries from the timelike ones. Actually, it is this distinct
feature that accounts for the non-triviality of the null boundaries in terms of Wald-Zoupas’
prescription.
The structure of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we shall re-
view the basic notions of null hypersurfaces, where we define free horizons as expansion
free and shear free null hypersurfaces. In Section 3, we further introduce the boundary
structure of null hypersurfaces and its associated asymptotic symmetries. Then in the sub-
sequent section, by imposing the boundary condition associated with the aforementioned
boundary structure at the null boundaries, we show that the variational principle for Ein-
stein’s gravity does not work in the whole covariant phase space. Instead, it works in its
submanifold consisting of the free horizons as the null boundaries, which is the essential
difference from the timelike ones. In Section 5, after adapting Harlow-Wu’s algorithm
to the above submanifold, we show that the Hamiltonians obtained previously by Wald-
Zoupas’ prescription can be successfully reproduced from scratch, where the free horizons
serve naturally as the reference point in the configuration space in terms of Wald-Zoupas’
prescription. We conclude our paper with some discussions in the last section.
For the most part, we shall follow the conventions and notations in [8] with the mostly
pluses signature except that we set 16piG = 1.
2 Null hypersurfaces and free horizons
A codimension-one submanifold N in a d-dimensional spacetime (M, gab) is called a null
hypersurface if its normal la satisfies
lal
a =̂ 0, dl =̂ w ∧ l, (2.1)
where =̂ means the equation evaluated at N and the bolded letters denote differential forms
with w depending on how l extends off N . Without loss of generality, below we require la
be future-directed and assume that N is diffeomorphic to Z × R with Z the manifold of
integral curves of null generators. At each point p ∈ N , one can have a natural subspace
Vp(N ) of Vp(M), whose element is tangent to N as vala = 0. Furthermore, note that la is
tangent to N , so one can define an equivalence class space of vectors Vˆp(N ), where the two
vectors tangent to N are equivalent if they differ by a multiple of la. On the other hand,
the image of the pullback of V ∗p (M) to N comprises V ∗p (N ), which is also isomorphic to
the equivalence class space of dual vectors where two dual vectors are equivalent if they
differ by a multiple of la due to the fact that
la = 0 (2.2)
where the underline denotes the pullback to N . Furthermore, the image of the pullback of
the subspace of V ∗p (M) consisting of those vectors satisfying uala = uala = 0 has a natural
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correspondence with Vˆ ∗p (N ). More generally, a tensor T over Vp(M) can naturally give
rise to a tensor Tˆ over Vˆp(N ) as
Tˆ abuˆavˆ
b = T abuav
b (2.3)
with ual
a = vala = 0 if and only if the result of contracting any one of its indices with
la or l
a and contracting its remaining indices with vectors va or dual vectors wa vanishes.
Obviously, the tensor product of la or la with any other tensor gives rise to a vanishing
hatted tensor. By the aid of the basis as
(e+)
a = la, (e−)a = na, (ei)a, i = 1, · · · , d− 2 (2.4)
with nala = −1 and la(ei)a = na(ei)a = 0, one can readily show that a tensor can be hatted
if and only if it can be expressed as a tensor over the subspace spanned by {(ei)a} plus a
summation of tensor products of la or la with other tensors. In addition, there is a natural
one-to-one correspondence between the hatted tensors and the tensors over the subspace
spanned by {(ei)a}. So two tensors give rise to the same hatted tensor if and only if they
differ by a summation of tensor products of la or la with other tensors. On the other hand,
note that the pullback of a tensor which can be hatted also has a natural correspondence
with a tensor over the subspace spanned by {(ei)a}, so such a pullback can be identified
with a hatted tensor. It is noteworthy that with a choice of the cross-section S, the vector
space tangent to S naturally gives rise to such a subspace. Moreover, together with the
null generators parameterized as la = ( ∂∂λ)
a, such a cross-section also gives a foliation of
N , which is depicted in Figure.1.
Now let us introduce some geometric quantities induced on N from the spacetime.
The first one is the induced metric g¯ab, which is obviously degenerate because
g
ab
lb = 0. (2.5)
The second one is the induced volume, which is defined as
− l ∧ (d−1) = (d) (2.6)
with (d) the volume element associated with gab inM. Whence the divergence of a vector
field tangent to N can be uniquely defined as
Dav
a(d−1) = Lv(d−1) = d(v · (d−1)), (2.7)
where the covariant derivative operator Da is only required to be compatible with 
(d−1)
and the dot denotes the contraction of va with the first index of (d−1). In passing, one
can also define the induced volume on a cross-section S as
(d−2) = l · (d−1). (2.8)
The third one is the so-called surface gravity κ, characterizing the non-affinity of the null
geodesics generated by la, which is defined through the following equation
la∇alb = 1
2
∇b(lala) + lawalb = κlb, (2.9)
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Figure 1. The foliation of the null hypersurface N by the cross-section S and the null generators la
gives rise to a natural coordinate system {λ, xi} onN , with the induced volume (d−1) = √qdλdd−2x
on N and (d−2) = √qdd−2x on S.
where Eq. (2.1) has been used. The fourth one is the second fundamental form Kab = ∇alb,
which satisfies
Kab = K(ab), Kab =
1
2
Llgab, l
aKab = 0, (2.10)
where we have used Eq. (2.1) for the first equation and the fact that the Lie derivative com-
mutes with the pullback for the second equation. The fifth one is the so-called Weingarten
map Wa
b = ∇alb, which is well defined because
Wa
blb = 0. (2.11)
It is noteworthy that both the surface gravity and second fundamental form can be obtained
from the Weingarten map as
laWa
b = κlb, Kab = Wa
cg
cb
. (2.12)
A free horizon is a null hypersurface with a vanishing second fundamental form as
Kab = 0, implying the invariance of the metric along the null generators. With a free
horizon, one has
Wa
b = ωal
b, κ = laωa (2.13)
where ωa is called the rotation one-form. Note that one can decompose
∇̂alb = 1
d− 2θgˆab + σˆab (2.14)
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with θ the expansion and σˆab the traceless shear of null generators, respectively. So a
null hypersurface is a free horizon if and only if it is expansion free and shear free, which
explains our definition. By expanding the metric in terms of the previous basis as
gab = −lanb − lbna + qab (2.15)
with qab the tensor over the subspace spanned by {(ei)a}, one can show that
θ = gˆab∇̂alb = qˆab∇̂alb = qab∇alb = 1
2
qabLlgab =
1
2
qabLlqab, (2.16)
where we have used
Lvl = d(v · l) + v · dl = wvl (2.17)
for a vector field va tangent to N in the last step. On the other hand, one can also express
the expansion as
θ = γab∇alb = (gab + lanb + lbna)∇alb = ∇ala + n ·Lll = ∇ala − wl = Dala, (2.18)
where we have used Eq. (2.6) in the last step. By Eq. (2.9) and Eq. (2.17), the covariant
derivative and Lie derivative of a hatted tensor along l can be well defined as
la∇aTˆ ab = ̂la∇aT ab, LlTˆ ab = L̂lT ab, (2.19)
which is linear, satisfying the Leibnitz law, and commuting with the contraction. In par-
ticular, by hatting
lc∇c∇alc = ∇aκlb + κ∇alb −∇alc∇clb −Rcadblcld, (2.20)
we arrive at the Raychaudhuri equation as follows
lc∇cθ = κθ − 1
d− 2θ
2 − σˆabσˆab −Rcdlcld,
lc∇cσˆab = −θσˆab − ̂Ccadblcld. (2.21)
If Rcdl
cld ≥ 0, which can be achieved by the reasonable null energy condition in Einstein’s
general relativity, then the expansion free implies the shear free. In this case, a free horizon
is a non-expanding horizon in [9–15].
3 Boundary structure of null hypersurfaces and asymptotic symmetries
at null boundaries
Given a null hypersurface N as a boundary of our theory in (M, gab), one can define the
induced boundary structure p of N as the equivalence class of a triple (la, κ, la) with the
equivalence relation given by
(la, κ, la) ∼
(
l′a = eαla, κ′ = eα(κ+Llα), l′a = e
αla
)
, (3.1)
which further gives rise to the universal structure u of N when restricted to the equivalence
class of the pair (la, κ).
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The vector field χ tangent to N generates the diffeomorphisms on N that preserve the
above universal intrinsic structure u = [la, κ] if it obeys
Lχl
a = βla, Lχκ = κβ +Llβ (3.2)
with β satisfying the following normalization condition
β(χa, eαla) = β(χa, la) +Lχα. (3.3)
These vector fields form a Lie algebra gu of infinitesimal symmetry group, where the Lie
bracket is given by the commutator with
β([χ1, χ2]
a, la) = Lχ1β(χ
a
2, l
a)−Lχ2β(χa1, la). (3.4)
As detailed in [7], the symmetry algebra has the structure
gu ' diff(Z)n s ' diff(Z)n (bn s0), (3.5)
where n denotes the semidirect sum, s is the algebra of generalized supertranslations fla
with
Ll(Ll + κ)f = 0, (3.6)
and s0 is the algebra of affine supertranslations fl
a with
(Ll + κ)f = 0. (3.7)
Similarly, one can construct the symmetry algebra consisting of the vector fields on M
which preserves the boundary N and the boundary structure p as follows
hp = {ξa|ξa =̂ χa, γ =̂ β} (3.8)
with γ given by
Lξla =̂ γla. (3.9)
To obtain the asymptotic symmetry algebra, one is required to factor out the trivial ones
for which the corresponding Hamiltonians vanish. It turns out that the resulting algebra
has a one-to-one correspondence with gu[7].
4 Boundary conditions and variational principle with null boundaries
The variational principle for Einstein’s general relativity with null boundaries has been
investigated in [16–19]. Here we follow the strategy developed in [18] with minor improve-
ments. The main novelty lies in the fact that we impose the boundary condition on null
boundaries according to the boundary structure mentioned above, which is totally different
from that taken before as in [16–19].
To proceed, we would like to first fix the partial gauge such that the location of the
null boundary N and its foliation by a selected cross-section S and la are unchanged for all
the metrics in the configuration space. Namely, we can have the following decomposition
gab = −lanb − lbna + qab (4.1)
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with qab tangent to S for all the metrics under consideration and
δla = δala, δl
a = 0, (4.2)
which further implies that
δna = δ¯bla, δn
a = −δ¯bla − δana + δ¯la (4.3)
with δ¯la tangent to S. As a result, the variation of the metric can be expressed as
δgab = 2δ¯blalb + δa(lanb + lbna)− laδ¯nb − lbδ¯na + δqab. (4.4)
Now let us perform the variation of the Einstein-Hilbert action
S =
∫
M
L =
∫
M
(R− 2Λ)(d), (4.5)
which gives rise to
δS =
∫
M
−(Gab + Λgab)δgab(d) −
∫
N
vala
(d−1) (4.6)
where for our purpose all the other boundary terms are ignored on non-null boundaries
and
vala =̂ (g
bcla − lbδca)δCabc = (lblcna − lbncla + qbcla − lbqca)δCabc (4.7)
with δCabc =
1
2g
ad(∇bδgcd +∇cδgbd −∇dδgbc). On the other hand, by writing the surface
gravity κ = −nbla∇alb = −nbla∇alb, we have
δκ = −nalblcδCabc, δκ = lalbncδCabc + la∇aδa. (4.8)
In addition, by writing the expansion θ = qab∇alb = qab∇alb, we have
δθ = ∇albδqab + θδa− laqbcδCabc, δθ = qbalcδCabc, (4.9)
where we have used qab = δ
a
b+l
anb+n
alb to perform the variation for the second equation.
With the help of Eq. (4.8) and Eq. (4.9), the boundary term can be expressed as
−
∫
N
vala
(d−1) =
∫
N
(2δθ −∇albδqab + 2δκ− θδa− la∇aδa)(d−1)
=
∫
N
(
2δθ −∇albδqab + 2δκ−Da(laδa)
)
(d−1)
=
∫
N
[
δ(2θ(d−1))−
(
(∇alb − θqab)δqab − 2δκ
)
(d−1)
]
−
∫
∂N
δa(d−2)
= −
∫
N
(
(∇alb − θqab)δqab − 2δκ
)
(d−1) +
∫
∂N
(2δ(d−2) − δa(d−2)).
(4.10)
With the usual boundary condition δqab =̂ 0, the variational principle is well defined at the
null boundaries as the timelike boundaries if the Einstein-Hilbert action is supplemented
with a boundary term
− 2
∫
N
κ(d−1) +
∫
∂N
a(d−2), (4.11)
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which is non-invariant under the reparametrization of the null generators. One can restore
such an invariance by adding an extra counter term if one wants. Moreover, such a viable
counter term is non-unique[18]. However, the boundary condition we impose is different
from this usual one. Instead, we work with the configuration space Fp, whose induced
boundary structure on N is p = [la, κ, la]. This amounts to saying that the variation of the
metric preserves the boundary structure, i.e.,
δκ =̂ 0, δa =̂ 0. (4.12)
With this boundary condition, the resulting boundary term reads
−
∫
N
vala
(d−1) =
∫
N
(
δ(2θ(d−1))− (∇alb − θqab)δqab(d−1)
)
, (4.13)
which exhibits a distinct feature from the previous case, because the second term cannot
be written generically as a variation of something1. So the variational principle does not
work in Fp. However, if we restrict ourselves within the submanifold of Fp, denoted as Ff,
where free horizons serve as null boundaries, the variational principle works. Accordingly,
the corresponding boundary term supplemented to the Einstein-Hilbert action is given by
− 2
∫
N
θ(d−1), (4.14)
which nevertheless will inform us of the construction of the Hamiltonians in light of Harlow-
Wu’s algorithm in the next section.
5 Harlow-Wu’s algorithm andWald-Zoupas’ prescription with null bound-
aries
Let us first review Harlow-Wu’s algorithm by adapting it to a manifold M with null bound-
aries for general Lagrangian theories. For our purpose, the corresponding boundary is
specified in Figure.2 as ∂M = N1∪Σ1∪Σ2∪N2 with Ni null and Σi spacelike, which gives
rise to the corner Sij = Ni ∩ Σj . To make the variational principle well defined in this
circumstance, the corresponding action is generically required to be supplemented with the
boundary condition dependent surface term as
S =
∫
M
L+
∫
∂M
B. (5.1)
Although both Σ and N are the portions of the boundary, they play different roles in the
theory. In general, the data on Σ correspond to the state of the theory while the data
on N prescribe the boundary condition of the theory. In this sense, under the boundary
condition we impose on N , the variation of the on-shell action is not required to vanish,
but instead is allowed to be of the following form
δS =
∫
Σ2
Ψ−
∫
Σ1
Ψ, (5.2)
1The second term vanishes automatically for d = 2 and d = 3 because the hatted space is zero dimensional
for d = 2 and there is no shear for d = 3. But nevertheless, we are interested in d ≥ 4.
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Figure 2. The null hypersurface N1 is the inner boundary of the theory such as the black hole
event horizon, and N2 is the outer boundary, whose limit can be thought of as the null infinity in
an asymptotically flat spacetime.
where the induced volume on Σ is specified as (d) = t ∧ (d−1) with t the future directed
normal vector to Σ. This requires that
Θ + δB =̂ dC (5.3)
where Θ is determined by
δL = Eδφ+ dΘ. (5.4)
Whence it is not hard to show that
Ψ|Σ = Θ + δB − dC, (5.5)
where we have used the fact that the orientation induced at the corner ∂N by N is opposite
to that at ∂Σ induced by Σ via the contraction of the outward pointing normal with the
first index of the volume of Σ. Hereafter we shall view δ as the exterior derivative on the
configuration space F under consideration and also denote the exterior derivative by δ on
its submanifold such as the corresponding covariant phase space F¯ , which is defined as
the collection of the on-shell configurations in F . With this in mind, the pre-symplectic
current is then defined as
ω = δΨ = δ(Θ− dC), (5.6)
whereby the pre-symplectic form defined as
Ω =
∫
Σ
ω (5.7)
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is obviously Σ independent on the covariant phase space F¯ because of Eq. (5.2). Then
associated with a vector field in the configuration space induced by the infinitesimal asymp-
totic symmetry generator ξ as
Xξ =
∫
ddx
√−gLξφ(x) δ
δφ(x)
, (5.8)
one can introduce a Hamiltonian on F as
δHξ|F¯ = −Xξ · Ω, (5.9)
which is well defined because one can show that
δHξ|F¯ = δ
(∫
Σ
Jξ +
∫
∂Σ
(ξ ·B −Xξ ·C)
)
, (5.10)
where Jξ is the Noether current, defined as
Jξ = Xξ ·Θ− ξ ·L. (5.11)
When restricted onto F¯ , we have Jξ = dQξ with Qξ the Noether charge. Thus one can
integrate out the Hamiltonian as
Hξ|F¯ =
∫
∂Σ
(Qξ + ξ ·B −Xξ ·C) + const, (5.12)
which turns out to be independent of the choice of Σ because ξ is tangent to N . The
natural choice for the integral constant is zero, as any non-vanishing constant seems to beg
for the existence of a certain background field.
Now let us focus on Einstein’s general relativity. According to Eq. (4.14), by taking
B = −2θ(d−1), C = 0, (5.13)
one ends up with a conserved quantity Hξ on F¯f, which represents the collection of on-
shell configurations with free horizons as null boundaries, depicted in Figure.3. However,
we generically have
Θ + δB =̂ dC + F , δS =
∫
Σ2
Ψ−
∫
Σ1
Ψ +
∫
N
F , (5.14)
on F¯p , which does not meet the requirement set in [5]. Put it another way, it is the failure
of such an requirement that accounts for the non-triviality of null boundaries in terms of
Wald-Zoupas’ prescription. But nevertheless, one has no obstruction to take the definition
given by Eq. (5.12) directly onto the covariant phase space F¯p, which gives rise to exactly
the same result obtained in [7] by Wald-Zoupas’ prescription. As it should be the case,
the resulting Hξ is not conserved in general. According to Eq. (5.12), we can evaluate the
change of the Hamiltonian in terms of the flux across the null boundary in a general way
– 10 –
Figure 3. Fp is specified as the configuration space associated with the null boundary structure,
where F¯p represents the covariant phase space, while Ff denotes its submanifold with null bound-
aries given by free horizons. The intersection of F¯p and Ff gives rise to the submanifold as the
stand point for the definition of the Hamiltonian.
as
Hξ(Σ2)−Hξ(Σ1) =
∫
N
(Jξ + d(ξ ·B −Xξ ·C))
=
∫
N
(Xξ ·Θ− ξ ·L− ξ · dB +LξB −Xξ · dC)
=
∫
N
(
Xξ · (Θ− dC) +LXξB
)
=
∫
N
Xξ · (Θ + δB − dC) =
∫
N
Xξ · F , (5.15)
where we have used the fact that ξa is tangent to N in the second step, the covariance of
B in the third step, Xξ ·B = 0 in the fourth step. For Einstein’s gravity, by Eq. (4.13),
we have
Hξ(Σ2)−Hξ(Σ1) = −
∫
N
Xξ · (∇alb − θqab)δqab(d−1)
= −
∫
N
Xξ · (∇alb − θqab)δgab(d−1)
= 2
∫
N
(∇alb − θqab)∇aξb(d−1), (5.16)
where Eq. (4.4) and Eq. (5.10) are used in the second step. In addition, Eq. (5.9) and
Eq. (5.10) are generically not equal to each other. The corresponding difference can also
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be calculated in a general way as
Xξ · Ω + δHξ =
∫
Σ
(Xξ · δ(Θ− dC) + δ(Xξ ·Θ− ξ ·L)) +
∫
∂Σ
δ(ξ ·B −Xξ ·C)
=
∫
Σ
(LXξΘ− ξ · δL) +
∫
∂Σ
(ξ · δB −LXξC)
=
∫
Σ
(LξΘ− ξ · dΘ) +
∫
∂Σ
(ξ · δB −LξC)
=
∫
∂Σ
ξ · (Θ + δB − dC) =
∫
∂Σ
ξ · F . (5.17)
For Einstein’s gravity, we have
Xξ · Ω + δHξ = −
∫
∂Σ
(∇alb − θqab)δgabξ · (d−1). (5.18)
We end this section by spelling out all the potential ambiguities in the course of the
definition of the above Hamiltonian as follows
L→ L+ dT ,
Θ→ Θ + dY + δT ,
B → B + dD − T ,
C → C + dK + δD + Y ,
Jξ → Jξ + d(Xξ · Y + ξ · T ),
Qξ → Qξ + dG+Xξ · Y + ξ · T ,
Hξ → Hξ + const, (5.19)
where we have held both E and F fixed, which is reasonable because the former gives rise
to the covariant phase space and the latter gives rise to its submanifold as the stand point
for the definition of the Hamiltonian. Eq. (5.19) tells us that the only ambiguity comes
from the aforementioned integral constant, which, as we argue before, is better to set to
zero because there is no background field involved in our setup. In this sense, the resulting
Hamiltonian is determined uniquely by E and F , which is intrinsic to the dynamics of the
theory itself.
6 Conclusion and discussions
Guided by the variational principle, Harlow-Wu’s algorithm provides us with a routine
way to define the Hamiltonians associated with the infinitesimal asymptotic symmetries
by incorporating all the boundary terms in a meticulous way. In this sense, Harlow-
Wu’s algorithm improves on Wald-Zoupas’ prescription, which involves well educated guess
somehow. By imposing the boundary condition associated with the boundary structure
of the null boundaries rather than the usual one, we find that different from the timelike
boundaries, the key requirement in the Harlow-Wu’s algorithm can be satisfied only in
its submanifold rather than the whole covariant phase space, which can be regarded as
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the origin of the non-triviality of null boundaries in terms of Wald-Zoupas’ prescription.
But nevertheless, by adapting Harlow-Wu’s algorithm to this submanifold consisting of the
free horizons as the null boundaries for Einstein’s gravity, we successfully reproduce the
Hamiltonian obtained previously in [7] by Wald-Zoupas’ prescription. Compared to Wald-
Zoupas’ prescription, the advantage of this procedure is that the resulting Hamiltonian
seems to be determined fully by the dynamics of the theory itself, where both the stand
point and the boundary term for the definition of the Hamiltonians emerge naturally from
the variational principle.
There are a variety of issues worthy of further investigation. For instance, although the
null infinity in an asymptotically flat spacetime can be viewed as a limit of N2 for example,
it is better to work within the conformal completion framework, where some new subtleties
may arise in reproducing Wald-Zoupas’ prescription by Harlow-Wu’s algorithm. In addi-
tion, here we focus only on Einstein’s gravity. As argued in [4], the Hamiltonians associated
with the null infinity are supposed to be the same in higher derivative gravity theories as
in Einstein’s general relativity. However, it is expected that the Hamiltonians will acquire
some additional corrections in higher derivative gravity theories when the null boundary
is located at a finite position. So it is intriguing to obtain the corresponding Hamiltonians
by Harlow-Wu’s algorithm. We expect to report both of these issues somewhere else in the
near future[20, 21]
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